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Summary 

History: At the request of the City of Baltimore for assistance in developing the GAP 
EcoTeam Program, DOE Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy provided 
GAP with $10,000 for a one-year demonstration project. 

Results: 
Four EcoTearns were established representing 28 households and 47 people. 
The self reported resource savings to date per household are on average: 
Energy savings -- 9%, auto emission reduction -- 16%, solid waste reduction -- 5 2 4 ,  
water savings -- 2240, dollar savings -- $174. 
The initial s e d  team (prior to this funding) replicated and started 2 new teams; one sf 
those teams replicated and started 2 more teams; the other team did not replicate. 
4 volunteer coaches were recruited to coach each of these teams. 
A volunteer coordinator was recruited to provide local guidance for this 
demonstration project and help GAP reach OUI. to the Fairfield low-income 
neighborhood. We were unable to establish any EcoTeams in ths neighborhood as 
their priorities were establishg a neighborhood acsion team and addressing immediate 
health-reiared environmeotal issues. 

[;omunity and B d h o r e  govement Ieaders ti) solicit suppoft €or a f d  campaign 
and to assess the level of that support. 
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SETTnVG UP LOW-INCOME ECOTEAiMs IN FAIRFIELD NEIGHBORHOOD: EXPXRIENCE 
AND CONCLUSIONS. 

We made a substantial effort to establish EcoTeams in the Fairfield neighborhood -- a low- 
income area of the Fairfield Eco-Industrial Park: 

We made contact with an individual who had been identified as a potential supporter 
and champion of the EcoTeam program. M e r  a number of discussions, that 
individual indicated that she was not interested in playing that role. 
We interviewed a number of community leaders in the hope of i d e n t w g  others who 
could give us entree into the community. That effort was unsuccessful. 
We met several times with the project managers of the Faufieid Eco-Industrial Park 
and Baltimore Empowerment Zone. We were unsuccessful in getting their 
commitment to assist us with the project. 
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T’his report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States Government Neither the United States Government nor any agency 
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, compieteness, or use- 
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe- 
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac- 
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, m m -  
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
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We met with an EPA representative doing local orsanizing in the Fairfield 
neighborhood. He advised us that it was not the right project for the neighborhood at 
this rime. 

Although we did not succeed in developing an EcoTem in the Fairfield neighborhood, we 
did gain two important insights: 

1. It is necessary to have at least one local champion for the program. This person heips 
to generate interest w i t h  the community and recruit the key local players. 

2. The local community must perceive such a campaign to be a priority for the 
community. Where other issues dominate residents' concerns -- whether basic survival 
concerns, job-creation issues, or more urgent environmental health issues -- the 
outlook for a successfhl EcoTeam program is greatly reduced. 

SETTING UP ECOTEAMs IN THE BALTIMORE AREA: EXPERIENCE AND CONCLUSIONS 

Our fill back position when we were unable to secure interest in the Fairfield 
neighborhood was to set up EcoTeams in the Baltimore area as a way to build the case for 
a larger community-wide campaign. The four successful EcoTeams were based on 
personal networks and included residents ofBaltimore and the surrounding suburbs. 
These teams accomplished two gods. First, the teams achieved substantial resource 
savings as levels that are consistent with EcoTeam programs elsewhere. Second, the 
presence of successful local EcoTeams provides coaches and neighborhood organizers for 
a fbll scale campaign It i s  dso important first- step in educating the c o m ~ ~ q  &xt 
sustainabiiiry ana estabiishing a iocal track record for the Sustainable Lifestyle C z m a : g ~  
concept. 

SOLICITING LOCAL SUPPORT FOR A SUSTAINABLE -STYLE CAMPAIGN 

Our outreach staff person approached federal, state, regional and l o d  agencies to identlfy 
funding opportunities and local environmental and resource conservation issues that are 
affected by citizen behavior. She explored the following issues: 

Current environmenial issues facing the City of Baltimore 

The Baltimore area is one of the worst air quality nonattainment zones in the country. 
The speclfic area of the demonstration project has a severe problem with toxins in the 
air and sod, which is both a community priority and a source of s&dkant pressure 
tiom EPA. 
There is a history of problems with storm water runoff and compliance with drinlung 
water standards. 
The lack of adequate local public transportation presents a challenge for emissions 
reduction and air quality improvement goals. 



Governmental structzires and political climate that may crffeci the stakeholders' abiliiy b 
work together to achieve common goals 
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Governmental Structures 
Baltimore is one of only two cities in the United States with a growth boundary in its 
city charter. This creates the conditions for urban congestion and poor planning. 
There are complex ju~sdictional issues between City and County ,oovenunent, leading 
to fragmentation, barriers to joint action, and lack of clarity about respective roles. 
The regional government is relatively weak, but may be in a position to work with the 
other governmental entities to overcome barriers to joint action. 
A recently commenced comprehensive planning process -- which includes 
environmental issues as one of its priorities -- is bringing together diverse sectors of 
Baltimore to plan for the future. 

Political Climate 
The local business community has campaigned heavily against more stringent 
provisions of the Clean A r  Act and is perceived by many local people to be resistant 
to environmental initiatives. 
We received enthusiastic responses from a number of individuais at all levels of 
government (e.g. Maryland Department of Environment, Baltimore Planning 
Department). It is not clear, however, whether the Baltimore mayor and city council 
would be responsive to funding it campaign. 
There are many groups and individuals in the Baltimore area with extensive knowledge 
of the community md the political prccess, wba are comdrttd tn-e&rm=em! 
issues and communiry improvement. 

CONCLUSIONS 

There is clearly a pressing need in the City of Baltimore for innovative solutions to serious 
environmental problems. Factors that would duence  the success of a Sustainable 
Lifesryie Campaign include: 

Whether a champion in city government exists that is ready to promote sustainability 
and an initiative of t h s  sort. 
Whether sustainability, resource conservation and environmental improvement are high 
enough priorities on the Baltimore political agenda. 
If interest is generated in one government agency to pursue a campaign, whether there 
is enough motivation to overcome the jurisdictional barriers to joint action that 
currently exist in Baltimore. 
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